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A wide range of popular applications such as Skype or Facebook Messenger request users' feedback about 
their experience. This feedback is paramount for such services, as they may use the collected information to 
build prediction models shedding light on performance, user engagement, etc. A major challenge when 
querying users is the fact that asking too often is annoying and might have negative consequences on 
engagement. More generally, getting access to labels of fresh samples is usually an expensive process, 
especially if humans are involved. Active learning aims at labeling only the most informative samples. Through 
this paradigm, a learner can choose from which samples it wants to learn, and can obtain the ground truth by 
asking an oracle for the corresponding labels. 
We introduce a new active-learning approach, coupling stream-based active learning with reinforcement-
learning concepts. It dynamically decides at which specific times it is better to query the oracle for samples 
coming as an online, non-periodic, sequential stream. In particular, we model active learning as a contextual-
bandit problem, in which rewards are based on the usefulness of the system's querying behavior. The intuition 
behind the different reward values is that we attribute a high (positive) reward in case the system behaves as 
expected, and a low (negative) one otherwise, to penalize it. Our technique obtains rewards/penalties as soon 
as it is asking for ground truth. In a nutshell, it earns a positive reward in case it queries the oracle and the 
underlying model would have predicted the wrong label otherwise (i.e. the system made the right decision to 
ask for the ground truth) and a penalty when it asks the oracle even though the underlying classification model 
would have predicted the correct label (i.e. querying was unnecessary). The rationale for using reinforcement 
learning is that the system learns not only based on the queried samples themselves, but also from the 
usefulness of its decisions. Also inspired by the bandit literature and to better deal with concept drifts in the 
data, we implement an Ɛ-greedy policy, which improves the data-space exploration. This ensures that we have 
a good chance of detecting potential concept drifts. The proposed approach relies on a committee of experts 
(i.e. different machine-learning models). Each expert gives its advice for the sample to consider: should the 
system ask the oracle for feedback or is the expert confident enough about its label prediction? The query 
decision of the committee takes into account the opinions of the experts, but also their decision power: if the 
weighted majority of the experts is certain enough, our algorithm will rely on the label prediction provided by 
the committee, used in the form of a voting classifier. The decision power of each expert gets updated such 
that the experts which agree with the entire committee are obtaining more power in case that particular 
decision is rewarding, i.e. informative (otherwise, these experts get penalized). These weights are updated 
through EXP4. In case the system decides not to query, the committee is 
used as a voting classifier to perform the predictions. 
We evaluate our technique against a state-of-the-art active-learning 
algorithm (RVU) [1], using prediction uncertainty for querying decisions and 
randomizing the certainty threshold for concept drifts, as well as against 
random sampling (RS), on the MAWI dataset, a public cyber-security dataset; 
we focus on two different attacks. For each benchmarked algorithm, we 
proceed as follows: first, we subdivide the considered datasets into three 
consecutive, disjoint parts, i.e. the initial training set, the streaming data, and 
the validation set. The validation set consists of the last 30% of the data, the 
initial training set is a variable fraction of the first samples, and the streaming 
part includes all the remaining samples. We then train a model on the initial 
training set and check its accuracy on the validation part (initial accuracy). 
Next, we run the specific algorithm on the streaming part and let it pick the 
samples it decides to learn from. We retrain the models after a new queried 
label. Finally, we evaluate the final model, trained on the initial training set 
plus the selected samples, again on the validation set, and analyze its 
prediction accuracy (final accuracy). The results clearly show that we 
outperform both RVU and RS on average. When it comes to the number of 
queried samples, we observe that the proposed approach queries on 
average significantly less often than RVU, underlining its benefits. Furthermore, a deeper analysis shows that 
the obtained rewards are mostly positive, which indicates that our algorithm wisely chooses its queries. 
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